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Abstract

Presented case study is based on application of the previously de-
signed volunteer peer-to-peer MapReduce computing platform to assist
evacuation of people who are disoriented in a forest that is affected by
wildfire. Problem solution requires extensive use of features which are
built into mobile devices in such a way, that computing not only be-
come execution device, but also interface and data collector sensors.
Nonetheless, despite being advanced to such a level every device in the
infrastructure resumes its voluntarily mapper or reducer node features.
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1 Introduction

In [1] we present a Peer-to-Peer MapReduce (P2P-MapReduce) platform that
employs wide range of devices (from industrial server machines to handheld
gadgets) in order to organize and execute volunteer high performance comput-
ing applications. It has already proven to effectively solve large numeric [2]
problems, but in this piece of work we explore how features that are built into
standard mobile devices (such as smartphones and tablet computers) could be
exploited extensively in order to solve complex problems. Unlike in previous
work in this case mobile devices do not just serve as computing nodes, but
become active data collectors and user interfaces while maintaining mapper
and reduccer responsibilities.

Presented case study is based on bulding an application that supports
search and rescue (SnR) team operations in the forest affected by wildfire. In
particular software solution should compute optimal evacuation points; help
people (who have to be evacuated) to navigate to the appropriate evacuation
point and meet the SnR team there. It must take into account emotional and
physical condition of the people when suggesting evacuation points and SnR
evacuation plan. In order to do so platform makes use of agent intelligence
and negotiation protocols for planning.

2 Materials and Methods

SnR team structure and action planning framework is based on descriptions
from [3].

In order to carry out the case study we employ following research method or
algorithm: first, we define the problem and the solution software requirements.
Second, we present an overview of existing SnR software tools and position
our development against them. Finally, the case proceeds to solution design,
implementation and test results.

Main investigation materials are the computing infrastructure that includes
HP ProLiant 6-th generation server that is equipped with 16 Gb RAM and
4 core Intel Xeon processor, 3 Android OS based smartphones. They are
connected via computer network, partially wired, and partially wi-fi. Wi-fi
is broadcasted using TP-LINK TL-WR841N router. Software environment
includes Windows OS, Java development kit 7, and Jade (Java Agent Devel-
opment Framework) for Server side and standard Android 4.2 installment on
smartphones with Jade-Leap container. All test results are saved to the MS
Excel file for visualization and further presentation.
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2.1 Problem and Software Requirements Definition

Consider following scenario: several wildfire sources are developing in the na-
tional park due to hot and dry climatic conditions. When first responders
arrive SnR team discovers that several groups of people are disoriented in the
forest and are not capable of navigating through the area (Figure 1). In order
to locate and evacuate these people from the site SnR team employs special
Wi-Fi equipment to cover forest area with the wireless network and instructs
people to connect their handhold devices to it using loudspeakers.

Figure 1: Figure visualizes a forest that is being affected by the wildfire. There
is a group of first responders, among whom there is a Search and Rescue team
that aims to locate and evacuate people threatened by hazardous conditions.

System task is to identify personal devices’ GPS coordinates, assist rescue
services by estimating optimal evacuation points and supplying map directions.
In our initial work we suggest that device owners are grouped by geographical
location and rescued by SnR team driving specialized vehicle. Nonetheless, in
might be the case that some people are not able to proceed to the evacuation
point because of injury or stressfulness of situation and resulting disorientation.

Algorithm 1 formalizes the high-level solution of the problem. Input data is
stored as two layers that may be merged. Local map (layer one) here is supplied
in a form of a graph, where roads and passes are represented by edges, and
road/pedestrian crosses are represented by vertices. Second layer defines GPS
coordinates of graph objects and is used to identify mobile device positioning
in the area. Using such formalization we are able to define following tasks:

First, since pick-up path is the root that starts in one place, has to go
through every evacuation point at least once, and return to the starting point
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we treat it as a traveling salesman problem and apply “branch and bound”
algorithm to solve it. We do not claim that it is the best or in any way more
preferable way of solving the problem in similar cases. However, it well suits
defined case because there is no need for high precision of the result coordinates
and the number of evacuation points is not likely to exceed 50.

Data: GPS coordinates of mobile devices and local map of the
evacuation site

Result: Directions to evacuation points for mobile device users, and
pick-up path for SnR vehicle

initialization;
read local map;
read mobile device coordinates;
define group centers;
while grouping condition is not met do

group mobile devices by geographical location;
end
define evacuation points and compute users’ gathering pathes;
compute pick-up path for SnR vehicle;

Algorithm 1: Algorithm defines global system behavior given local area
map and GPS coordinates of mobile devices.

Second, grouping mobile devices by location to identify optimal evacuation
point is a clustering task. Nonetheless, it is not that straightforward. As
defined earlier, some people might not be able to reach distance locations, thus,
there i a need to extend clustering algorithm in such a way that it takes into
account individual traveling capabilities. Algorithm that solves this problem
is presented in subsection 2.3.

Taking into account the defined task SnR team should be equipped with
the software tool that is capable of:

1. identifying handheld device location on a geographical map;

2. computing evacuation points and optimal pathes to them;

3. passing computed pathes to the mobile devices;

4. estimating shortest/fastest people evacuation root for SnR vehicles.

Let us also assume that SnR services are fully equipped with the necessary
machinery (equipment) and our goal is to design the software solution that
supports the required functionality.
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2.2 Overview of the existing platforms

Most of the existing SnR platforms provide technology support to the rescue
operation management, not the first responders. They include cascading web
map services and Geographical Information Systems [4], and remote sensing
[5] solutions. Both enable high level view and understanding of the disaster
situation, region specifics regarding an incidents and available resources. In
other words they support strategic decision making, realtime command and
coordination of the available resources (such as machinery, people, etc.) at the
top level.

Nonetheless, first responders are the people who carry out duties of on-
site immediate help to victims and evacuation in case of an emergency. In
[5] authors note that “the primary link in the chain of information exchanges
that leads to making critical, perhaps lifesaving, decision.” However, there is
a lack of technology (software) support for first responders. For instance, in
[9] authors note that “during fire incidents, when the first responders arrive on
site, they have very limited information about the building, occupants and/or
the location of the hazard.” This lack of information could affect decision
making and result in such problems as inadequate priority of SnR activities,
inefficient positioning in the area SnR operation and others that might cause
deaths and casualties.

In order to overcome these limitations number of authors propose their
algorithms that may support SnR team operations. First, in [10] authors
propose a protocol based on temporarily order routing algorithm, and apply
emergency region concept in it. They argue it gives safe evacuation roots. [7]
presents a piece of work that takes into account spread hazards (such as fire
etc.) on static landscape, and base its work on the idea that people being
evacuated should always be far away from the hazard. The LifeNet project
[6] aims to crete an electronic “lifeline” instead of the physical lifeline that
is used in SnR practice to guide fire-fighters in complex structural buildings.
The electronic lifeline is designed as a wearable computing system and micro
display to compute and display navigation guidance in the buildings.

In [8] authors combine a network of sensors with mobile robots and radio
tags to provide an integrated view for situation awareness, guide fire-fighters
to targets, and warn them of potential dangers. Although being an innovative
and well designed concept, ir assumes that sensors and robots are deployed
prior to organizing the network, thus, setting the system up may cause a delay
in performing evacuation actions.

Unlike in presented solutions we propose to use general propose handheld
devices (smartphones) of the people being evacuated. Moreover, our platform
only requires installing one application, thus, takes considerably less time to
setup and run the infrastructure. While this particular case study does not
involve estimating spread of hazardous substances our platform has proven to
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support this functionality in our previous work.

2.3 Solution design

In order to identify optimal evacuation points we first group mobile device
users and identify locations that SnR vehicle is able to reach. Second, we
supply every device with the direction to its own gathering point. At this
point following questions have to be addressed:

1. how many people are going to be evacuated from every single point? It
helps to identify the capacity of the vehicle to be sent.

2. is everyone in shape to rich the gathering point? There might be groups
of people, who are not able to walk required distances due to their emo-
tional or health conditions.

Answers to these questions can only be obtained from mobile device owners.
We propose that their answers are standardized and used by intellectual agents
to negotiate gathering point.

Let us formalize the task as follows: S = {s1, s2...sn} is the set of all
handheld devices controlled by intellectual agents. R = {r1, r2...rm} is the set
of all possible evacuation points that can be reached by SnR vehicle, which
performs evacuation. If selected as an evacuation point, every r ∈ R gets an
agent associated with it. At this point we assume that device owners are able
to walk at least some distance. If not, they remain at the same location while
evacuation actions is performed and SnR forces approach them individually.

Z = {z1, z2...zt} is a set of clusters’ shadow centers that is used by an
algorithm to group devices before assigning evacuation point ri. If algorithm
execution associates device si with evacuation cluster center zj, we denote it
as si → zj. It is worth pointing out that zj is eventually set to point rj where
the people are going to be picked up. As a result, si → zj equals si → rj, and
this is important at a later stage.

We also define distance function ρ between two objects si and rj as (1).

ρ(si, rj) =
√

(xsi − xrj)2 + (ysi − yrj)2 (1)

Algorithm 2 presents solution design, which is in fact a modified verison
of k-means with additional features that make it suitable for the case study.
In particular it takes into account specifics of evacuation area, and secondly
makes correction on objects’ psychological and physical state (in this case every
object represents mobile device owners).

Second while loop in algorithm 2 corrects evacuation point position with
respect to people conditions. It is done through agent negotiation, where
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Data: GPS coordinates of mobile devices, local map and coordinates of
evacuation points

Result: Every device is associated with its evacuation point
initialization;
read local map and evacuation points R;
read coordinates of mobile devices S;
define class centers Z;
while MaxIteration is not reached and Z change do

for every s ∈ S compute
s→ Zj where ρ∗(si, Zj) = min{ρ(si, Z1), ρ(si, Z2), ...ρ(si, Zn)};
update coordinates for all zk ∈ Z
Xzk = (xzk + xsm)/2, Yzk = (yzk + ysm)/2, Zzk = (zzk + zsm)/2

end
compute ρ∗(Zj, Rt) and assign Zj = Rt;
while φ(s) not null do

if ω(s) > 0 then
Z’ = shift(Z);

end

end
Algorithm 2: Modified version of the k-means algorithm that suits appli-
cation specifics of the defined case study.

communication variables are: φ(s) is the shift request from mobile agent s,
ω(s) decision to shoft towards particular agent that is defined as:

ω(s) =


1 shift half a distance towards agent, s if he is the only one
0.5 shift quarter a distance towards agent s, if his reason has highest value
0 otherwise

All the values here are discrete and are computer strictly in accordance
with the definition.

3 Results and Discussion

Designed solution was implemented using Jade platform and tested in two
main dimensions: first, we tested application performance by comparing P2P-
MapReduce implementation against sequential program; second, we measured
how different would the results be with and without agent negotiation (i.e. if
solution does not take into account conditions of the people being evacuated).

Figure 2 visualizes the data, obtained while testing sequential and P2P-
MapReduce solutions. When these results are compared we can see that if
the number of objects does not exceed 150, P2P-MapReduce platform shows
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poorer performance. On a larger number of objects it performance does exceed
sequential implementation.

This is due to the expenses of network communication and agent negoti-
ations. Nonetheless, with an increase in the number of objects this latency
impact decreases.

Figure 2: Figure presents testing results for sequential and P2P-MapReduce
implementation of the program.

Second test case is based on measuring and comparing walking distance
that physically and psychologically affected people had to walk before they
get to evacuation point (figure 3). Compared solutions here are one with and
the other without agent neotiation protocol.

From the figure we can see that affected people have to walk on average
26% distance less.

4 Conclusions

Paper presents case study where P2P-MapReduce platform is applied to solve
SnR assistance problem. In order to do so it makes extensive use of mobile
devices’ build in functionality to provide user interface and collect input data.
Core of the solution is the extended version of the k-means algorithm that
employs agent negotiation protocol to adjust its results with respect to peoples’
physical and emotional conditions.

As a result we have explored how mobile device features could be exten-
sively used for computational proposes in P2P-MapReduce platform, collect
and analyze empirical data on the newly designed platform performance, and
solve complex case study using novel approach.
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Figure 3: Figure presents testing results for solutions with and eithout agent
negotioation protocol implemented.

Future research is going to concentrate on further complicating platform
application scenarios both from technological and application environment
stands.
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